Introducing!
MyABFM Portfolio

MyABFM Portfolio is our new and improved website designed to provide a convenient, easy to navigate, personalized tool to help you track your progress with continuous certification, lifelong learning, and professional development in family medicine. Our goal was to improve your experience, make continuous certification requirements easier to understand and to help you find the information you need as quickly as possible. We redesigned it to be more visually appealing and easier to navigate by displaying all relevant information front and center on the new personalized dashboard.

Personalized Dashboard
The new one-page personalized dashboard has been designed to provide a quick snapshot of your certification activity progress and remaining stage requirements.

The dashboard includes:
- My Requirements and Certification Activities
- My Activities
- The Knowledge Center
- Continuing Medical Education
- My Profile

Please refer to the descriptions and screen shots provided that highlight the sections and new features to help guide you through the new design. We look forward to your feedback as you enter the new MyABFM Portfolio.
Profile

Access the My Profile page by clicking your name next to Welcome back, or by clicking the down arrow and selecting My Profile. From this page you can quickly access areas to verify your information and update your contact information. You can also make changes to your clinical status designation and update your certification activity preferences to customize your search when looking for activities. Finally, the Training section details your education and training history while the Exam section provides access to all previous examination results.

My Requirements and Certification Activities

Click on each of your stage requirements to display your current progress to the right and view details on additional actions if needed. Click on the Self-Assessment & Lifelong Learning and Performance Improvement cards to quickly locate activities available to help you meet your requirements. Your dashboard will always display your current 3-year stage, but you will also have access to view your previous Stage progress by clicking the back arrow.

My Activities

In this section, you can view and quickly resume your current activities in progress, view any activities you may have already completed, and search for additional activities in the My Activities sections.
Continuing Medical Education

View your CME requirement progress by clicking on the Continuing Medical Education (CME) section. View CMEs received from AAFP or learn more about the 150 CME credit requirement.
Search
Use the new search bar, located at the top of each page, by typing in keywords to search the entire MyABFM Portfolio and ABFM Website to locate information faster without browsing.

Feedback
We would love to hear your feedback on the new site! Click the drop-down arrow next to your name in the upper right hand of the page and click Give Feedback! We will use this information to continue to make future improvements to the site.